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ROSIE: A ROS Adapter for a Modular Digital Twinning Framework*

Gianmarco Pisanelli1, Mariusz Tymczuk1, James A Douthwaite2, Jonathan M. Aitken2, James Law3

Abstract— As robotic systems become more interactive and
complex, there is a need to standardise interfaces and simplify
development processes. This is particularly pertinent in the field
of manufacturing, where human-robot collaboration is on the
increase, but where standards and proprietary software are key
barriers to deployment and adoption.

In this article we present the ROSIE Adapter, a general-
purpose, modular adapter developed in ROS designed to sup-
port the creation and connection of industry-ready digital twins.
Together with our previous work on the modular CSI digital-
twin framework, we demonstrate how the ROSIE Adapter cre-
ates a versatile “plug-and-play” interface that simplifies the de-
velopment of new robotic processes, and improves accessibility
to novice users. Furthermore, the adaptor supports integration
of intuitive interface devices, such as speech and augmented
reality interfaces, which enable more natural collaboration. We
describe the adaptor and its use in two real-world applications,
demonstrate the ease of use via a three-day hackathon event,
and provide results showing the faithfulness of the arising
digital twins to their connected physical systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industry 4.0 is causing a gradual shift in the role of humans

in the manufacturing industry. Today robots are omnipresent

on the manufacturing shopfloor and, together with new

smart sensor technologies, allow for intelligent automation

processes. Humans are now expected to perform less physical

labour and play a role of strategic decision makers and flex-

ible problem-solvers [1]. Digital Twins (DT) can support the

realisation of an integrated, flexible and collaborative manu-

facturing environment to aid the decision making process [2].

Digital data and AI enable users to dematerialise the real

factory within a DT, wherein manufacturing processes are

virtually simulated, monitored, and controlled [3]. However,

this transformation is not always feasible and immediate [4],

especially in manufacturing [2]. Heterogeneity of protocols,

social acceptance, and need for human functionalities rep-

resentation in the virtual space are major obstacles to the

implementation of DTs in the manufacturing sector [5], [6],

[7]. This added complexity mirrors a lack of professional
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skill sets for an industry that is in a constant state of

evolution. In order to simplify the implementation of DTs

a strong communication channel needs to be established

between the user and the machine. Such communication

should closely emulate human-to-human interaction to be the

most effective. Humans are primates whose communication

evolved through a phylogenetic history millions of years old

into a combination of verbal exchanges, iconic gestures and

pointing [8]. Visual cues also contribute to aid comprehen-

sion and can act as stimulator for emotions [9]. Natural

Speech Interfaces (NSI) are capable of translating human

language into machine instructions, enhance the control

experience by generating verbal conversation with robotic

platforms and enabling "hands-free" control of industrial ma-

chines. Augmented Reality (AR) interfaces offer an increase

in information delivery and assimilation and reduction of the

cognitive load by superimposing digital information on the

physical world. They also allow the user to interact with the

digital environment through gesturing and pointing, thereby

bridging the rift between the real and virtual worlds [10]. A

User Interface that combines Natural Speech and AR should

therefore provide the most familiar interaction experience.

The CSI framework, introduced in our previous

works [11], as well as solving the issue of handling

heterogeneous data, offers an intuitive modular tool that

can be used to assemble safety-critical digital twins with

the aids of advanced visuals, basic physics simulation,

connections to modern Human-Robot Interfaces (HRIs),

remote operation control and training. The focus of this

article, the ROSIE Adapter (named after the first platform

on which it was adopted, see Section V-A), furthers that

work by demonstrating how a physical connection with

a real-world industrial system can be established taking

advantage of both the modularity of the CSI framework

and the modular construction of the Robot Operating

System Architecture (ROS). In order to illustrate how

quickly and easily industrial processes can be plugged into

the framework, through the adapter, and integrated with

intuitive interfaces (such as AR and NSI), we demonstrate

its application on two diverse robotics platforms.

II. DIGITAL TWIN BACKGROUND

A DT consists of a digital informational construct about

a physical system created as an entity on its own [12].

Information regarding the state of the physical and digital

components can be interrogated simultaneously and com-

pared. The user is presented with a single interface to

the cyber-physical system (CPS) that persists throughout its

operational lifetime [13]. DTs are crucial for the realisation



of smart and interconnected factories which are at the core of

Industry 4.0 [14]. Supported by a closed-loop bidirectional

communication network, application of DTs promotes asset-

twin co-evolution through real-time interaction, control and

convergence in three key areas: within the physical space,

between the physical and virtual spaces and between his-

torical and real-time data [2]. The historical data collected

during operations can also be used to train AI algorithms

which can run prognostic and diagnostic analyses and finally

optimise the process. Moreover, DTs can be adopted to

carry out risk analysis and safety assurance tests, which

can comprehensively validate the safety system of hazardous

environments [15].

III. RELATED WORK

This work builds upon established concepts within the DT

community, and those of automated testing and industrial

automation. While the DT concept has been around since

the early 2000s [16], literary examples of DTs are typically

specific in application and narrow in focus [17], [18].

Kousi [19] presented a DT with a dynamically updated

virtual representation of the shopfloor, combining real time

sensor data, resource data, and CAD models. The core

model exploits the ROS architecture to achieve a repeatable

deployment of software components. However, the model

does not present a standardised abstraction level effectively

limiting transferability and interoperability between systems.

A similar issue is found in [20], [21], and [22]: they provide

great examples of interoperability and hardware-software

integration agents but their approach is limited to the specific

use-case and lack a standardised meta-model. Some have

addressed this issue by creating digital twin models based

on the OPC UA protocol [23], which is the proposed in-

dustrial standard for cross-platform communication and data

exchange from sensors to the cloud. However, given the vast

variety of the manufacturing industry, the assumption that

the sector will adopt a single standard is unlikely.

To summarise, current digital twin technologies lack easy

access to complex definitions and behaviours, and a standard-

isation of modern industry protocols. In [11] we proposed a

generalised framework, based in Unity® that uses a versatile

and scalable approach. End-user interaction is simplified

thanks to a “drop in place” philosophy built on a modular

framework. In the following sections, we present our ROSIE

Adapter which mirrors the same “plug-and-play” approach

with physical robotic cells [24]. We will also discuss how

such an approach has facilitated the integration of two

intuitive interfaces.

IV. THE ROSIE ADAPTER

A. ROS native architecture & ROS Control

The ROSIE Adapter uses ROS as an architectural founda-

tion. ROS is the ‘de facto’ standard framework for robotic

software development in academia [25]. Thanks to the effort

of the ROS-Industrial Consortium, ROS is now making

its way into manufacturing industries. As an open-source

platform, ROS provides an intuitive middleware layer that

supports many hardware and software integration services.

It offers a fast track to novel technology, by leveraging

common, shared R&D functionalities (motion planning, ma-

nipulation, 3D perception, kinematics, control and naviga-

tion), allowing the robot user to focus entirely on their own,

unique application. The main advantage of using ROS for

robotics application is its decentralised architecture. Many

robots consist of a subset of networked computer hardware;

decentralisation allows for communication with off-board

computers for heavy computation commands, effectively

enabling edge computing facilitated by a robust and hardware

agnostic control mechanism.

The second generation of ROS, ROS2 was launched in

December 2017 and has now reached a great level of

maturity [26]. ROS2 was redesigned from the ground up

to address some of the major vulnerabilities of ROS1. In

particular, a lot of work has been done around security.

Every message exchanged between ROS2 nodes is encrypted

through a DDS layer. Real time functionalities have also been

incorporated with the goal of strengthening compatibility

with industrial applications. Although the ROSIE Adapter is

built on ROS, steps have been taken to guarantee a smoother

migration to ROS2 in the near future, including the adaption

of the Unity Robotics Hub (URH; see Section IV-C).

The ROS Control package is the default API used by ROS

to provide simple access to robotic actuators. ROS Control

provides robotic software tools that directly talk to the robot

drives and create intelligent robotic applications. Built on

a nested structure of meta-packages, ROS Control offers an

architecture of abstraction layers which allows to decouple

controller code from actuator code. The Robot Hardware

Interface sits on the first layer and handles the low level

communication with the physical hardware (which could be

based on EtherCAT, modbus, Arduino or any other protocol).

The Robot Hardware Interface is the only layer that is robot

specific. The second layer is occupied by the Controller

Manager. This is responsible of launching the right type

of controllers for the right type of robot (e.g. manipulator,

AGV, or drone), as well as managing the controllers life

cycle. The third layer allows the use of third party packages

like Moveit! and the navigation_stack, which enhance robots

with off-the-shelf complex motion planning algorithms and

3D visualisation interfaces.

The ROSIE Adapter, like ROS Control is robot agnostic

and builds on the above architecture by adding a fourth layer

that allows communication between the third party layer

packages and the CSI digital twin framework. This effec-

tively decouples the hardware, their configuration-dependant

middleware, drivers and software versions, from their digital

representations within our communal DT ecosystem.

B. CSI Framework

In our previous works [11], a modular digital twin frame-

work was proposed for the purpose of Confident Safety

Integration (CSI) of CPSs and digital twins. This framework

required the development of a tool able to support a wide



range of digital twin definitions, interactions and scenarios

so that their safety may be explored and evidenced 1.

Within the CSI framework, each DT can be operated in

three distinct modes, with varying relationships with the

physical hardware, namely:

1) Model - Akin to a classical simulation mode, where

the digital model has no exchange with the physical

component.

2) Shadow - Unilateral communication mode, where the

state of the physical entity is represented digitally

within the framework, but without any feedback to the

physical system.

3) Twin - A complete, bilateral, communication mode.

Both the digital and physical component exchange data

and can affect each other’s state.

The ROSIE Adapter is designed to provide an interface to

the physical twin to support the CSI framework’s definitions

of a Shadow and Twin. This concept is applied at the level

of individual systems, and so the modularity of the CSI

framework is reflected in the design of the ROSIE Adapter.

C. The Adapter architecture

In this section we will illustrate the architecture of the

ROSIE Adapter. The ROSIE Adapter extends the previous

ROS service, introduced in [11], by merging the CSI frame-

work with the URH. The URH is a toolbox that builds on

basic robotic concepts to assist with robotics simulation. In

the URH the communication happens through a direct TCP

endpoint, which is much faster and allows for exchange of

large image data, which, in turn, allows use of sensors such

as cameras. The Hub supports both ROS and ROS2.

The adapter builds on the ROS Control package by

creating a fourth layer of abstraction, which separates the

computation of inverse kinematics and motion planning from

Unity® improving the overall DT performance and acting

as an edge computing node. This layer consists of a Motion

Request Handler (see Fig. 1) which has a bilateral commu-

nication channel. On one side motion requests coming from

the CSI service packet handler are processed and delivered

to Moveit!, which is run from a separate machine. On the

other side, state information is collected from Moveit! and

submitted to the CSI service packet handler, which in turn

updates the DT definition.

The detailed interaction between the sub-modules is de-

picted in Fig. 2. The entity can be controlled through the

adapter by the Desired goal constructor, which constructs

the motion request by specifying a goal and the target

Physical Twin (PT) that the user wants to drive. The service

request node converts the motion request into a ROS service

request containing the entity’s name in a format Moveit!

understands, (group_name), and the desired goal, mapped

into its equivalent ROS coordinates (refer to Listing 1). The

latter can be either a single point in space that the user wants

the robot’s end-effector to reach or a full defined trajectory.

1All data, samples and presented data can be found on the CSI project
repository: https://github.com/CSI-Cobot/CSI-artefacts

Listing 1: ROS srv message structure

geometry_msgs/Pose[] targets

std_msgs/String group_name

std_msgs/String plan_execute

---

std_msgs/String status

The goal can also be created visually by the Waypoints

interaction module. This module simplifies the Human-Robot

Collaboration factor thanks to the creation of graspable 3D

spheres in the virtual environment generating a more intuitive

way of controlling robots. The 3D spheres are translated into

waypoints of a trajectory and can be directly dragged around

the entity space with the mouse or any other form of graphi-

cal user interaction (see Section IV-E on Augmented Reality

Interfaces). The service request then calls a Moveit! request

constructor which directly handles the communication with

the robot drives and controllers from the ROS Control first

and second layer. Moveit! then computes the motion planning

and inverse kinematics solution, and generates a sequence of

joint states that the physical robot executes. The sequence of

joint states is published to the Joint State Publisher node in

real time. The Joint Subscription sub-module subscribes to

the sequence of joint data and feeds it to DT updating the

entity’s state.

The Motion Request Handler is also capable of generating

feedback on the status of the motion planning (e.g.“planning

computed successfull”, “goal out of reach”,“failed to execute

motion”, etc.). The Feedback Publisher node provides this

information in the form of messages, received from Moveit!,

and submitted as a string of ROS service response messages

(refer to Listing 1). The feedback is then visually displayed

in the virtual environment. The decoupling between the ROS

service response and the Feedback Publisher, clearly visible

in Fig. 2, was created to allow access to the feedback string

to other interfaces not natively embedded in the DT, for

example a Natural Speech Interface capable of conveying

vocal feedback (see Section IV-D).

A separate module was created to handle communication

with mobile robots. This acts in a similar way, by sending

velocity command requests to the ROS navigation stack

and receiving /robot_pose information which are used to

reconstruct the relative motion of mobile platforms with

respect to the DT and PT environments. The power of this

adapter is that the abstraction layer, as well as enabling the

shadow twin mode, also grants the framework the ability of

acting as an accurate simulation governed by ROS. In fact,

the Motion Request Handler not only provides information

regarding the real state of the robot, but it can also act as a

source for external solvers allowing one to plan and visualise

motions of entities in the CSI framework, before deploying

them in the real world. This is a key feature that can be used

for training purposes even when access to the physical asset

is not possible (see Section V-A).

Finally, it is important to note that in the case of the PT

being connected, the assumption is that the adapter is built



Fig. 1: The ROSIE Adapter integrates with the CSI framework at several points, utilising the integrated ROS-connection. The AR interaction and voice
assistant are connected as an additional client and modules within ROS to provide connection to and from the devices.

Fig. 2: A system overview describing the communication of state informa-
tion between the CSI digital twin communication service and the ROSIE

Adapter Motion Request Handler.

on top of the safety system which has a higher priority. This

ensures that safety is always respected and also opens the

possibility of running assurance analysis to validate that the

physical safety system, based in the real-world, complies to

current safety standards.

D. Google Speech Interface

The decoupling achieved by the CSI service handler

allowed to separate the motion request from both Moveit!

and Unity®. The Motion Request Handler is capable of

accepting motion requests from any source assuming this

follows the simple structure shown above. This means that

other interfaces (aside from Unity) can be easily integrated

to control any robot connected to the ROS network by

requesting a pose goal.

As mentioned in Section I, two of the main obstacles to

DTs are social acceptance and lack of skills [2]. Natural

Speech Interfaces, combined with DT technologies could

provide a highly intuitive interface that could help humans

overcome distrust of robots, and simplify the Human-Robot

Collaboration step by generating verbal conversation with

robotic platforms and enabling “hands-free” control.

AI assistants are application programs capable of creating

personalised conversations and complete tasks for their users.

The Google Assistant (GA) is one of the most popular

around the world. Google provides full access to the GA

through a Google Assistant Service which exposes a low

level API that lets the developer directly manipulate the

audio bytes of an Assistant request and response. The GA

Service offers minimal client-side processing given that all

the natural speech processing is done on the Google Servers.

This means that provided that it has access to a microphone

and a speaker, virtually any electronic device can have a GA

running on-board, without any other hardware requirement.

The GA requires three key elements to work: an utterance,

an intent and a response. The utterance is the actual phrase

that the user tells the Assistant. The utterance triggers an

intent which indicates the real request of the user. The intent

is then handled by the fulfillment to generate a response in

the form of a JSON payload. The Assistant then converts the

payload into rendered speech or multimedia output. Usually

the fulfillment is automatically generated by the Google

Server, but the GA Service allows generation of custom

responses through Dialogflow. This, however, forces the user

to stay on their platform, which cannot communicate with

local machines. In order to escape the platform we force

the Dialogflow fulfillment to trigger a webhook that, in turn,

calls a custom local fulfillment.

The interaction process between the user and our GA

interface is illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the user sends a vocal

command to the Google Server through the API. The Google

Server parses the audio into readable text. The text query is

then sent to a custom Dialogflow AI model which is able to

generate the intent (for example home position). The model

is usually trained online with a set of possible phrases that

the user could ask to generate the specific intent (e.g. "Can

you go to home position please?", or "Drive to home"). The

model classifies the query into an intent and packages it

into a fulfilment request, in the form of a JSON payload.

The request is then fed to a local ROS node that checks

it against a database of preset motion and events. If there

is a match, the ROS node constructs the service request

structure described in Section IV and sends a motion request

to the Motion Request Handler. The feedback string that is

normally returned by the Motion Request Handler, bypasses

the Dialogflow fulfillment (which is expected by the GA by

default), thanks to our webhook, to directly interact with the

custom local fulfilment. Finally, the local fulfillment uses the

feedback string to generate a JSON response, which then

triggers a GA vocal response.

Although the interface is independent from the CSI frame-



work, it can be run in parallel to establish a bidirectional

verbal interaction between the user and the DTs.

E. Hololens 2 Interface

Another interface that the ROSIE adapter allowed us

to explore is for the Hololens 2. AR is the medium that

superimposes digital information on the physical world,

thereby merging real and virtual worlds together. When

combined with DT technology, detailed robotic processes can

be visualised and detailed diagnostic information about the

state and health of entities (both PT and DT) can be exposed

for a richer and intuitive experience. Moreover, AR opens

opportunities in the areas of safety visualisation, operator

training and remote operation.

The level of abstraction described in Section IV-C allowed

us to seamlessly integrate an AR interface based on the

Hololens 2 with the CSI framework. The Mixed Reality Tool

Kit was used to directly handle the user interaction [27]. The

AR headset command handler module (refer to Fig. 1) uses

MRTK tools (hand tracking, eye tracking, and UI controls) to

automatically interpret user intention. This is then translated

into a motion request that is then sent to the Motion Request

Handler.

What the end user sees when putting on the AR headset is

a virtual overlay of the robotic cell (see Fig. 3). The user is

immediately prompted to position the overlay hologram of

the DT on top of the PT using a 3-Point Positioning Method.

The method involves the placement of 3 separate points using

a snap gesture: The first point is the reference point in which

the AR model is placed onto, the second point sets the rota-

tion of the model relative to point 1, and the third point sets

the orientation of the model based on the first 2 points. The

visual interface is also augmented with diagnostic data (e.g.

feedback on the motion planning request) and interactive

tools that allow the user to directly interact with the PT. The

user can generate an arbitrary number of 3D spheres that the

AR headset command handler module interprets as waypoints

of a desired trajectory (refer to Waypoint Interaction module

in Section IV-C). The module is also capable of interacting

with the robot in the 3 different DT modes simultaneously

(see Section IV-B). So, for example the user can request a

trajectory at the simulation level, before deploying it on the

DT or PT, in order to validate the motion planning generated

by the Moveit! library.

V. REAL INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

So far we have discussed the architecture and different

functionalities of the ROSIE Adapter. We have illustrated

how the adapter builds from the modular ROS control API

to plug the CSI framework to real world applications. In

the following sections we will provide two examples where

we have connected the framework to two of our industrial

platforms. The examples serve to prove the modularity of

the adapter and evaluate the DT performance.

A. Industrial Application I: ROSIE2

ROSIE2 is our ROS demonstrator built at Factory 20502.

As part of our ongoing work, ROSIE2 has provided a sophis-

ticated test bench for investigation into safety in collabora-

tive robotic processes. The demonstrator is also facilitating

collaboration between academia and industry by providing

a platform to demonstrate academic research outputs on

industrially-relevant hardware and creating access to industry

case-studies. ROSIE2 is also used as a training platform for

robotic engineers. In July 2021, the platform was used to run

the Manufacturing Robotics Challenge 2021, a hackathon-

style event, part of the UK-Robotics and Autonomous Sys-

tems (UK-RAS) Network’s Summer Showcase. 37 early-

career robotics researchers and engineers, across 11 countries

were tasked to complete an automatic surface sterilisation

procedure using the KUKA LBR iiwa 14, a Robotiq gripper,

a sponge, and a sanitising gel (see Fig. 6).

Participants were provided with a full instance of the CSI

framework which facilitated communication with the real

hardware at Factory 2050 in Sheffield.

The Moveit! Request constructor (see Section IV-C) was

disabled and participants were tasked to recreate it in order

to control the DT. The creation of the module from scratch

served as a training exercise to teach participants how to

control generic robots in ROS. Each team was also meant to

use a Hololens 2 headset to validate their motion planning

in simulation and avoid collisions using the AR Headset

command handler described in Section IV-E. However, due

to the lockdown restrictions the event was run virtually

and the headsets could not be handed to participants. The

abstraction layers created by the ROSIE Adapter enabled

remote operation of the robotic platform during periods when

physical access was limited.

The DT modes described in Section IV-B allowed par-

ticipants to test their code in simulation first, prudently

ensuring none of the safety protocols were violated, before

safely moving the physical system, which in some cases was

thousands of miles away from the operator. A short film was

produced to document the event3.

As mentioned in Section II, a full digital twin is achieved

when the physical and digital systems are two separate

entities that coexist and share information so that digital and

physical components can be interrogated simultaneously. In

order to confirm the full DT level was successfully reached,

prior to the event, we instructed the robot to pick up the

bottle and recorded its joint data both from the DT and PT.

Fig. 5 shows that both the DT and PT use the information

coming from the Motion Request handler and follow the

same motion path. In the graph a small mismatch between

the DT and PT joint angles is visible. The Mean Absolute

Error (MAE) was calculated for all the seven joints, with the

average recorded as 1.42 degrees.

2Factory 2050 is a part of the Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC) in Sheffield https://www.amrc.co.uk/facilities/factory-2050

3The UK-RAS Manufacturing Robotics Challenge 2021 https://

youtu.be/EpjRU0lXBAQ



Fig. 3: An example of the interface presented to the user while wearing the Hololens 2 headset. The blue panel can be used to create waypoints for a
desired trajectory and display feedback on the motion planning operation.

Fig. 4: An overview of the GA interface and interaction with the Google
Cloud API. Vocal commands are parsed on the cloud to generate a motion
intent. This is then handled locally to originate a motion request. Finally a
feedback string is sent back to the API to generate a verbal response.

The error is due to internal Unity physics engine. The en-

gine approximates universal forces in nature such as gravity,

acceleration, and friction to recreate a close representation of

the real world. In this work the engine properties were left

to the default value. In order to exchange the most accurate

information between the physical and virtual world, correct

the mismatch, and reduce the error, we plan to tune these

parameters as part of ongoing work.

At the end of the challenge, we asked the participants

to complete a feedback form to relate their experience. Of

the 9 responses received, 100% of the participants indicated

being "Extremely Satisfied" or "Very Satisfied" with the

event, challenges, and platform. Given many participants had

only learnt ROS during the event, this suggests the adaptor

is sufficiently intuitive for novice users (although dedicated

evaluation is required to confirm this).

B. Industrial Application II: Gear Cutting

The second industrial platform that we used as a test

bed for the ROSIE Adapter involves a mobile manipulator

robot. The AMRC gear centre uses the Iconsys iAM-R robot

for machine tending and flexible manufacturing of small

gear shafts. The platform combines a UR10e collaborative

manipulator with a MiR100 AGV for adaptive solutions to

manufacturing and logistical processes. The task the iAM-R

is used for involves the following steps:

1) A bespoke machine manufactures small gear shafts

Fig. 5: Before the hackathon event was run, the KUKA iiwa robot was
instructed to pick a bottle in order to record and compare DT and PT joint
data. Only the first 3 robot joints are shown for brevity.

2) The shafts are automatically ejected via a conveyor

3) The iAM-R retrieves a shaft from the parts catcher

4) The iAM-R delivers the component to a tumbler

In order to recreate the task inside the framework, we firstly

created a digital entity of the robot. The iAM-R does not

belong to the pool of numerous commercial industrial robots

that support ROS drivers, therefore before the integration

with the ROSIE Adapter could begin a ROS driver that en-

ables direct communication with the robot actuators was cre-

ated. The iAM-R ROS driver and controller were constructed

by merging the separate UR10e and MiR100 ROS controllers

and drivers created by the ROS community. The ROS Con-

troller Manager played a key role in ensuring that no conflict

occurred during the merge. The CSI service packet handler

was then expanded to accommodate for velocity command

messages which ROS uses to control robotics platforms. A

virtual joystick was also included in the CSI framework

to allow the user to jog the platform directly from the

virtual environment. Once the ROS controller was created,

the ROSIE Adapter enabled full control of the iAM-R digital



Fig. 6: A comparison of UK-RAS Manufacturing Challenge DT and PT.
Participants were asked to pick up the bottle of sanitising gel (a), squeeze
the liquid on the table and then place the bottle back. The robot should then
pick up the sponge and scrub the cleaning area.

twin from the CSI framework. Very little configuration was

required to connect the adapter to the new robot confirming

the real “plug-and-play” nature of the adapter. Moreover,

the integration with the adapter allowed us to enhance the

iAM-R into a more collaborative and autonomous platform.

After a scan of the factory floor the robot was taught the

positions of key areas in the factory (e.g. parts catcher and

tumbler). The Google Speech Interface then enabled the

robot to understand verbal requests. Therefore, rather then

manually programming the robot, once the manufacturing of

the component is completed, the human operator can simply

verbally request the robot to pick up the object and move

it to a desired location, greatly simplifying the human-robot

interaction experience. Once again, in order to validate that

the full digital twin mode was reached, the DT and PT

data was recorded during a place operation. Fig. 8 shows

that both the DT and PT executed the same motion during

the place task. However, this time a noticeable offset was

observed in the first 6 seconds of the process. The MAE

was calculated for this operation, with the average joint error

between the physical iAM-R platform and its Digital Twin

measured as 1.71 degrees. After an extensive investigation

we concluded that the offset was caused by the inertial data

that was generated during the creation of the ROS controllers.

The virtual model underestimates the inertial loads of the

robot joints causing the DT to reach the desired position

a few milliseconds before the PT. However, the graph also

shows that the DT uses the PT information, mainly the joint

state data, to correct the trajectory after the initial error. The

correction is achieved thanks to the Joint State Subscriber,

described in Section IV, which ensures that a closed loop

is established between a DT entity request and the PT live

Fig. 7: A comparison of the Gear Cutting DT and PT. (Top) the Iconsys
iAM-R mobile robot placing a component on the table, (bottom) the
component is placed virtually on the same table.

Fig. 8: DT and PT joint data recorded while the iAM-R platform places the
gear on the table. Only 3 joints are shown for brevity.

state.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a ROS adapter that provides

a versatile “plug-and-play” interface to simplify the de-

velopment and deployment of novel robotic manufacturing

processes, and the integration of intuitive interfaces for

human-robot collaboration. Paired with our digital twinning

framework, which standardises communication and physical

system representation across different hardware platforms

and provides validation for safety controllers, the two lower

the barriers to the development and control of human-robot

collaborative processes.

The “plug-and-play” nature and versatility of the adapter

has been demonstrated in two applications involving two



different robotic platforms and processes: in the first, the ease

of use and accessibility was demonstrated through its use in

an international robotics hackathon, enabling novice users to

rapidly and remotely develop, deploy, and test a controller for

a collaborative robot; in the second, the adapter was used to

develop a mobile collaborative robot process, and integrate a

speech interface to enable intuitive human-robot interaction.

For both studies we provided results to compare the

motion of the physical robot with data within the digital

twin. The data confirms the similarities between the two

representations, but also highlights the need for careful

tuning of parameters to ensure best fit to the physical

system properties. A benefit of the adapter and digital twin

approach is that the data from the physical system enables the

connected digital model to converge with the physical system

over time, even when parameters are not tuned correctly

(compared to segregated simulation models which provide

less accurate system information).

Whilst we have demonstrated the capabilities of the

adapter in reducing development barriers for human-robot

collaboration, we plan to formally evaluate the intuitiveness

of the interfaces against a benchmark in the near future.

With the platforms and adapter in place, we will next turn

our attention to their use in assuring the safety of human-

robot collaboration, to further evaluating user trust, and also

migrate the Adapter to ROS2.
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